
Men’s Teams Managers, Selectors and Coaches  2022

Team Name Role Telephone No:

Seniors Niall Whyte
Alan Middleton
Ollie Brannock
Tidgh Begley
Pa Tierney

Manager
Selector
Selector
S&C

087 617 5555
087 271 4146
087 271 4146

Reserve Ollie Brannock
Derry Enright

Manager
Selector

087 271 4146
087 263 4588

U23 TBA
TBA

U17/18 Michael Stynes
Paddy Behan
Ger Fox

Manager
Selector
Selector

087 134 2699
086 606 7619
087 664 4404

Men’s Teams Managers, Selectors  and Coaches shall:
Always remember that people participate for pleasure and winning is only part of the fun. Place the well-being and safety of all people 
involved (player, visiting player, supporter, or any other) above development or performance and fully adhere to all rules, guidelines and 
codes of conduct laid down by the GAA and by the club. Ensure that all players get the chance to play and get to try different positions. 
Create opportunities for participants to learn appropriate sports behaviour as well as skills. Give priority to free play activities, skills 
learning and activities that are structured to optimise the level of fun, friendship and fair play. Ensure that people train and play in a safe, 
supportive and stimulating environment where they are encouraged to risk error, to learn and to derive maximum enjoyment from their 
involvement. Ensure that activities are appropriate to the age, maturity and ability of the players. Keep up to date with coaching practices 
and qualifications and the principles of physical growth and development. Help people that participate to understand that playing by the 
rules is their responsibility. Relate to each, officials, oppositions players, coaches, mentors and supporters in a courteous and polite way. 
Endeavour to ensure that everyone involved, whether as players, parents/guardians, spectators, supporters, coaches, mentors, teachers, 
officials, etc., adhere to the key underpinning principles, and give expression to, the GAA ‘Give Respect, Get Respect’ initiative. 
Lead by example and encourage players to have a lifelong involvement in all aspects of the club. 

This is not an exhaustive listing of the remit and/or responsibilities of the Men’s Team Managers, Selectors and Coaches.


